Fill in the blanks with the correct terms listed at the bottom of the page.

1. Male chickens are called ___________ and ___________

2. Female chickens more than one year old are called ______________

3. Female chickens less than one year old are called __________________

4. Baby chickens of either sex are __________________________

5. Male chickens which have been surgically desexed are ________________

6. The chicken’s head is adorned with a __________ and ____________

7. Chicken feathers are called __________________

8. Hens lay ______________

9. The protective covering of an egg is the __________________

10. Eggs are hatched in ______________________

---

comb hens capons
cockerel plummage shell
eggs pullets wattel
chicks roosters incubators
Term - inology

Fill in the blanks with the correct terms listed at the bottom of the page.

1. Male chickens are called ____roosters____ and ____cockerel____

2. Female chickens more than one year old are called ____hen____

3. Female chickens less than one year old are called ____pullets____

4. Baby chickens of either sex are ____chicks____

5. Male chickens which have been surgically desexed are ____capons____

6. The chicken’s head is adorned with a ____comb____ and ____wattel____

7. Chicken feathers are called ____plummage____

8. Hens lay ____eggs____

9. The protective covering of an egg is the ____shell____

10. Eggs are hatched in ____incubators____

---

comb    hens    capons
cockerel    plummage    shell
eggs    pullets    wattel
chicks    roosters    incubators